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Optimize for infrastructure
By Dieter W. Storr, Storr Consulting, Inc.
Currently, companies must write or purchase several monitor programs to gather statistical data to evaluate the performance of
Software AG products. They use this data to improve their processes. Software AG and other vendors offer single monitor software
on the mainframe—such as Review, Adabas Statistic Facility, Adabas Online System, Adabas Event Replicator Subsystem, Apas/
Insight, System Management Hub, and Trim.
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Figure 1: Optimize Architecture

the EntireX Broker stubs (EntireX Mini
Runtime) must be installed.
Optimize for Infrastructure comes with more
than 600 predefined Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs), which can be selected
and activated to collect the data you want
to monitor and analyze. You can also
create rules, send predefined alerts or start
activities by using Web services.
In addition to the data collection, Optimize
implementation performs other main
functions such as data communication,
data processing and analysis, data storage
and data presentation.

HOW TO MONITOR A COMPONENT
After you run the discovery process to ascertain the products running in your environment, select product-instances and KPIs you want to see, you can monitor the KPIs and
display details. Figure 2 displays details of one Adabas KPI.
Figure 2: Details of one Adabas KPI

You can also compare some KPIs from Adabas. Figure 3 demonstrates how CPU-usage is
running synchronized with the number of Adabas calls and Buffer-Flushes.
Figure 3: Comparing some KPIs from Adabas

SOFTWARE AG IS IMPROVING THIS PRODUCT
Customers will appreciate that Software AG extended the Business Activity Monitoring
solution from webMethods for existing products. With a single monitor, you save time
plan to replace existing monitor tools with Optimize for Infrastructure. Changes in existing
monitor tools will make it possible to collect performance information from existing tools
and enable its analysis with new KPIs. In addition, Software AG plans to add more functions,
enabling Optimize for Infrastructure to analyze the reason for long response times and
determine which of their products in the transaction may be improved.
Software AG likes to leverage its customers’ investments by acquiring or developing new
products or enhancing functionalities of existing products. Software AG also announced in
July 2010 in the German magazine ‘Computerwoche’ that it has ‘Big Plans with Adabas
and Natural.’
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monitoring Software AG environments. It is also good to know that Software AG does not

